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Purpose
Building an inclusive culture in
sport and recreation

Values
We Believe:
•
•
•

Sport is vital to building community
relationships
Community inclusion is more than
participation
Every individual has a role to play in sport and
recreation

We Will:
•
•
•
•

Place the person first and respect their choice
Encourage progression through chosen
pathways
Educate and support the sport and recreation
community
Work within the structure of Australian sport

Life Members
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Marie Little OAM †
Grace Tucker
Bob Hussey
Ken Algate
Annemaree Walker †
Margaret Irvine
Bob Cates
2011 Rob Tanner
2012 Anthony Dunton
Carol Martin
2013 Wayne Jeffery
Richard Bruggemann
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Colleen Bennett
David Smith
Joanne Bugg
Catherine Kyrkou
Grant Haskard
Paula Morrissy
Shane Betts
Susan Cates
Craig Hirte
Bob Harrap

Inclusive Sport SA Board
of Directors
Appointed Directors
• Darren Steele, Chairperson
• Lisa Cook Kleeman
• Sue Wundenberg
• Kerrie Lante
• Dimitris Parhas (Aug 2015)
Elected Directors
• Colleen Bennett
• David Green
• David Calvert
• Colin Campbell (Casual Vacancy - Aug 2015)

Inclusive Sport SA Staff
•
•
•
•
•

John Cranwell - Chief Executive Officer
Nathan Pepper - Sport and Recreation
Coordinator
Jan Oddy - Administration Manager (Jun-Mar)
Ashleigh Stratford - Rapidswim Manager
Stephanie Greenland - Inclusion Advisor

Chairperson Report
The 2015/16 financial year has been a year of
consolidation and positive action for Inclusive
Sport SA.
In honour of our founder, the Marie Little OAM
Athlete Support Program was established to
provide financial support for people living with
a disability to participate in local, State and
National programs. Through our fundraising
efforts each year, athletes and State Sporting
Organisations can apply for financial support
to assist them with the costs of participation.
The program has full Board oversight and is
administered by a Board sub-committee.
Our name change to Inclusive Sport SA Inc.
has continued to be well received by our
stakeholders and the community at large as
exposure continues to grow. A positive example
of our growing brand recognition was the Office
of Recreation and Sport working closely with
our organisation to hand over the ‘Inclusion
and Diversity Conference which will be held in
May 2017. This represents an enormous vote
of confidence in our team and is an amazing
opportunity to increase our exposure to the
major stakeholders in sport and recreation.
The National Disability Insurance Scheme has
continued to evolve presenting many challenges
to the Board and Management. We remain
vigilant and agile as we position ourselves as best
as possible for the full roll out of the scheme.
We have completely re-designed our accounting
function and introduced a third party provider
to ensure the Organisation has redundancy in
the supply of accurate and timely reporting.
The transition has taken some time but is now
operating very efficiently to the benefit of both
the Board and management. I would like to
thank Julian Girolamo and his team from JDG
Accountants & Advisors for their outstanding
work to date.
Our volunteers are our lifeblood. As with all not
for profit organisations, we simply could not

function without the tireless efforts of our many
volunteers. I would like to thank all of these
selfless people for giving up their time to help our
Organisation and our participants.
We are blessed with a team of highly committed
staff, led by CEO John Cranwell, who continue to
work diligently towards achieving our strategic
priorities. I thank them all for their continued
efforts and commitment to our purpose.
Good governance is a key pillar to the success of
any Organisation. This year the Board welcomed
Dimitris Parhas of WRP Legal and Colin Campbell
of PwC to our ranks. Their experience combined
with that of other members has given us a truly
diverse range of views to draw on in decision
making. I would like to sincerely thank all current
officeholders for their significant contributions
to the continued growth and sustainability of
Inclusive Sport SA.
The Board Committee structure has certainly
aided the Board in discharging its duties,
particularly in the areas of governance, audit and
risk. I’d like to acknowledge and thank our highly
skilled and professional independent Governance
Committee member Tara Page (Thomson
Geer Lawyers). Tara has made an outstanding
contribution on this Committee and has been
instrumental in the review of our Constitution.
On behalf of the Board I can assure you that
our commitment to the purpose of building a
culture of inclusion in
sport and recreation is
resolute and we will
continue to work
towards this aim
with diligence and
dedication.

Darren Steele
Chairperson
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CEO Report
For the last
four years, I have
started my report
off writing about how
successful the year
had been and this
year is no exception.
But how do we
measure success?
Is it just financial?
Is it the number of
clients we service?
For Inclusive Sport
SA, success comes
when we are able to meet
our purpose of building an
inclusive culture in sport and
recreation through our strategic
priorities. These five priorities guide
our decision making and focus our
efforts towards goals that benefit the
wider sport and recreation community.
Our current strategic priorities include:
• Professionally market the organisation
• Promote and support best practice in
inclusion
• Support people who are disadvantaged,
disengaged or marginalised
• Develop and foster strong partnerships
• Develop sustainable revenue streams
This year we also developed a 5 year vision
which is a ‘rolling’ document for the Board and
office staff that outlines where we believe the
organisation can be in 1 year, 2 years and 5 years.
It is used to help draw attention to long term
planning such as increasing participation in sport
and recreation activities, increasing engagement
with schools, undertaking research focused on
inclusion in sport and recreation and building a
sustainable financial base for the organisation.
The reason that we have a ‘rolling’ vision is that
the world around us is changing rapidly and we
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need to be flexible with what we are striving
for in line with these changes. There has been
no greater change than the NDIS. After three
years working within the NDIS trial site of South
Australia, we have had a few ups and downs,
including the transition of our Aquatic Therapy
program last year which significantly contributed
to our end of year loss in 2014/15.
After the first full 12 months of the Aquatic
Therapy program under the NDIS, we have seen
a remarkable turnaround. We have continued
to increase the number of places in the program
and have been able to support more individuals
and families than ever through the full Rapidswim
program. It has also had a significant impact on
our bottom line contributing to our $180,000
end of year surplus. However this growth has
led to new challenges, particularly in regards to
recruiting staff.
Whilst on the topic of staff, we were sad to say
goodbye to Jan Oddy who had been with us for
12 years and was a great part of our team. Jan
retired from her role to spend more time with her
grandchildren and enjoy traveling. I would like to
personally recognise Jan’s significant contribution
to our organisation.
Jan’s retirement gave the organisation an
opportunity to review how we managed
our accounting practices and, after a lot of
consideration, the organisation chose to tender
out our financial function. After a rigorous
assessment process we engaged JDG Accountants
who have brought high level accounting skills
and knowledge to the organisation. JDG are
responsible for all of the payroll, invoicing and
NDIS claiming for our organisation and I thank
them for a job well done.
After two years as the Transition Project Officer,
Steph Greenland took on the new role of
Inclusion Advisor. This new role was created
to address the needs of our stakeholders who
were looking for expertise and best practice for

inclusion through sport
and recreation. The primary
focus of the Inclusion Advisor
is to undertake research and
collate examples of best practice
to share with stakeholders such
as State Sporting Organisations
(SSO’s). Examples of outcomes are
outlined under the ‘Promote and
support best practice in inclusion’
strategic priority report.
2016 celebrated the 25th year of the
SAAFL C7 Division. Back in 1992, Marie
Little OAM worked with the SANFL and
SAAFL to run a number of football matches
for players with integration difficulties. 25
years and many hundreds of players later, the
competition is still thriving. A special mention to
Grant Haskgard (Inclusive Sport SA Life Member
and pictured on the front cover) who retired after
playing every one of the 25 C7 seasons. Great
work Grant, enjoy your retirement!
As mentioned the MLASP has been a new
initiative for the organisation and I would like to
personally thank the MLASP Committee which
includes Colleen Bennet (Chair), Della Thilthorpe
(Marie’s daughter), Dr Kerrie Lante and Nathan
Pepper (Sport and Recreation Coordinator) for all
of their hard work and support to the program.
As always, I would like to thank the individuals
who help us to build an inclusive culture in
sport and recreation including my office staff,
Rapidswim Instructors, Rapidswim Therapists,
our volunteer Sport Coordinators and the Board
of Inclusive Sport SA. Last but definitely not least,
I would like to thank all of our participants and
their families. Thank you all so much for another
great year.
John Cranwell
Chief Executive Officer
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Professionally Market the Organisation
This year we began an ongoing relationship with
Donna Jayne PR who specialise in public relations
for small not-for-profit organisations. Donna
helped Inclusive Sport SA to build relationships
with key media outlets and has helped us to
continue building our brand. We look forward to
continuing this relationship next year.
By having a more professional approach to PR,
we were able to secure a number of articles and
profile pieces in print and electronic media. These
included:
• 7 News Adelaide (video) – 2016 State Football
• ABC News (video) – Barry Lewis + C7 story
• Port Adelaide FC (video) – Empowering
Leaders Program
• Messenger (articles) – Australian Basketball,
Quiz Night, Henley FC, Grant Haskard
• Professional videos (video) – ‘What do you
see?’, ‘Fair enough’ campaign
• Radio interviews (radio) – 5RPH 1197am
• Facebook video views (> 3 secs): 22,894
We also saw significant growth in our social media
engagement with Facebook likes increasing from
374 to 733 (96% increase). Facebook has also
been an important tool for us to engage with our
clients. Although our ‘reach’ as an organisation is
quite small, we have been able to increase it by
‘sharing’ posts with our stakeholders and using
each other’s networks to increase engagement.
One such example of this was the Port Adelaide
Football Club working with Inclusive Sport SA to
release a video about
our Ambassador Jack
Hombsch which was
viewed more than
65,000 times.
Jack also had significant
contribution to the
organisation this year by
continuing his support
to the C7 program and
the SANFL State Team
for players with an
intellectual disability.
Jack was keen to increase
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his contribution and worked with Nathan Pepper
and the Port Adelaide Football Club to develop a
new ‘Leadership’ program for selected C7 players.
This program began in May 2016 and was due
to finish in July 2016. The program focussed on
helping the players to make positive decision on
the field and in their personal lives and what the
role of a leader is within their team and the wider
C7 Division. We look forward to building on this
program and running it again in 2017.
As part of the Inclusion Advisor’s role, Steph
was able to present some of her research (refer
to ‘Promote and Support Best Practice in Sport’
strategic priority report) findings at the Office
for Recreation and Sport’s Diversity in Sport
conference and the 50th Annual Australasian
Society for Intellectual Disability (ADIS)
conference. These presentations helped the
organisation to not only share our findings so that
others could benefit, but it also contributed to the
building of our own profile.
Every year it is always interesting to see where our
new enquiries are coming from and how they can
relate back to the way we market. Our data clearly
shows that our website is our biggest source
with almost 40% of all referrals. Referrals from
Therapists and the NDIS are the next biggest with
around 15% each.

Jack Hombsh speaking to players at the
SAAFL C7 preseason event in April

Promote and support best practice in inclusion
Last year we initiated a number of new projects
with Flinders University which have grown and
helped to establish Flinders as a significant
partner. In July 2015 Steph, our Inclusion Advisor,
was invited to be involved in Flinders ‘HLPE1531
– Inclusion and Adaptive Practices in Sport and
Physical Education’ topic to help their 250+ first
year students to be more familiar with inclusion
and adaption. This partnership was highly
successful and Flinders have now asked Steph to
be involved in the topic in 2016 and have a greater
involvement in the development of the curriculum
and delivery to students which will benefit the
entire sector into the future.
We also continued our ‘Inclusive Facility Tool’
project with Flinders. The tool is being developed
to help sporting organisations, sports clubs and
sport facility developers to adopt best practice
in inclusive design (physical design and program/
delivery design). The tool will be a free online
resource and we hope to launch this in late 2016.
This year the ORS invited us to be involved in
the Diversity in Sport Conference and in the
development of an ‘Inclusive Club’ model. The
Inclusive Club model was developed to clearly and
concisely describe what it takes for a sports club
to be inclusive. The final poster is on page 27 of
this report and the video can be viewed on the
ORS website.
During the development of our ‘Fair Enough’
videos with the ORS we recognised the impact
that strong visual messaging can have on the
wider community. As such, a social media
campaign was developed to find positive stories
of inclusion in sport to be shared with the South
Australian sports community and help them to
change their personal perceptions to inclusion. We
applied for a grant from ORS which was successful
and the campaign titled ‘Humans of Sport in SA’
will be launched in September 2016.
During the planning for the ORS Diversity in Sport
Conference, it was suggested that the future of
the conference could benefit from being driven by
the sport sector rather than the State Government

and Inclusive Sport SA were invited to apply for
funding to continue the conference in 2017 and
beyond. This application was successful and we
will run the fourth annual ‘Inclusion and Diversity
in Sport’ conference in May 2017. This is an
exciting opportunity for us to lead from the front
on best practice in inclusive sport.
During the latter half of 2015, Steph undertook
research examining inclusive practices in South
Australian sport and recreation clubs. Steph
interviewed 15 people who held varying roles
in sport and recreation clubs. From what the
preliminary results are indicating so far, here are
the main points we have found moving forward;
• Firstly, the data is indicating clubs are trying
to cater for people with disabilities however
when exploring this, it has been found the
level and understanding of inclusion is varied
and is often not a true notion of inclusion.
• Secondly, adequate resources need to be
provided to assist the lack of education
and awareness around disability. Before
this, understanding the how to support
clubs is vital. The value of this information
is paramount to increase effective service
provision of maintaining inclusion of people
with disabilities.
• Lastly, as the word disability is a social
construct, do we re-evaluate the use of the
word disability in the sport context? Instead,
why aren’t we trying to state the ways
someone can be supported best? This will in
turn provide the further information people
are seeking to know on a practical level which
can directly transfer to each individual sport.
• Through our partnership with Flinders
University we have been able to exercise
this through the topic HLPE1531 – Inclusion
and Adaptive Practices in Sport and Physical
Education. Students have engaged in
theoretical and practical content to develop
a holistic understanding about inclusion in
sport and physical activity. At the end of the
semester, students will produce a practical
resource demonstrating ways to achieve best
practice for inclusion.
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Support people who are disadvantaged, disengaged
or marginalised
Supporting people has always been at the heart
of who we are and why we exist. We do this in a
number of ways including working with the wider
sport sector to be more inclusive and in direct
relationships with our participants. This year there
were a number of success stories to report.
As mentioned in the CEO Report, 2016 was
the 25th anniversary of the SAAFL C7 Division
and after a number of years with only 4 Clubs
involved we were able to help secure a new
team for 2016, the Henley Sharks Football
Club. Their involvement helped to even out the
competition a bit more, as did the increasing
number of participants. Through our partnership
with the SANFL State Team for footballers with
an intellectual disability we were able to support
the three players who were selected for the AFL’s
Australian Team to play an exhibition match in
Canberra as a curtain raiser for the GWS Giants v
Richmond Tigers AFL match. This was an awesome
opportunity for these players.
Football was not the only supported sport that
had an increase in participation. Both Netball
(AMND C6 Division) and the Indoor Cricket
(Brahma Lodge Indoor Sports) programs increased
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their participation numbers. Thank you to Nathan
Pepper, the Sport and Recreation Coordinator,
for all of your hard work in supporting these
programs.
Nathan has a strong passion for sports
development and this year he helped both the
Football and Netball programs to introduce new
pre-season events that were aimed at attracting
new participants. Nathan utilised our partnerships
with Netball SA and the SANFL to help support
these pre-season events with coaches and elite
players being involved on the day.
Another positive outcome was the reestablishment of the supported canoeing program
after a couple of years on hiatus.
Unfortunately we cannot always report positive
outcomes and this year, after the closure of the
Woodlands Indoor Sports Centre, we were unable
to find a suitable home for the southern indoor
cricket program which had been run for a long
time. This is disappointing, but not a unique
situation in sport when lack of facilities is a
significant issue. We will continue to try and find a
home for this program.

Photo courtesy of Nada Ledgard
As mentioned in the Chairperson Report, the
Marie Little OAM Athlete Support Program was
established to help athletes financially. This year
we were able to contribute a total of $4,440 to 39
individuals:
• FFSA Futsal Team (AWD) competed at the
2016 National Futsal Championships in Sydney
in January. Contribution: $800 ($100 x 8
players)
• SA Ivor Burge Men’s and Women’s Teams
competed at the 2016 Ivor Burge Basketball
Championships in Ipswich in February.
Contribution: $2000 ($100 x 20 players)
• A young girl living with cerebral palsy and
plays netball with Goolwa Netball Club.
Contribution: Club fees of $140 paid to Goolwa
Netball Club
• SACA Lord’s Taverners Indoor Cricket Team
competed at the 2016 Lord’s Taverners Shield
in Melbourne in June. Contribution: $1500
($150 x 10 players)
Our Rapidswim programs (Learn to Swim and the
Aquatic Therapy programs) continue to grow and
in 2015/16 we supported 424 individuals at 7 sites
in 13 different programs. The Rapidswim Carnival

was held at the end on the 17th April, 2016 and
what a great day it was! Running the carnival for
the first time in 6 years we were pleased to have
just under 20 swimmers competing. The event was
sponsored by the Liquor Industry Golf Club and
was incredibly well supported by the Thebarton
Aquatic Centre and Norwood Swimming Club. The
future of the Rapidswim Carnival looks bright and
this event will become a staple on the Inclusive
Sport SA calendar.
One of the new innovations we introduced was a
customer service training video for all Rapidswim
staff. This will help our staff to understand that as
the face of the organisation, they are expected
to provide exemplary customer service. We have
also begun the development of our Aquatic
Therapy training and induction program for new
Therapists. This program will help all of our new
Therapists understand what we are trying to
achieve in the water with our participants and
provide them with key resources to assist in the
delivery of the program.
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Develop and foster
strong partnerships

Develop sustainable
revenue streams

Being a smaller not-for-profit organisation we
cannot do it all alone and we have focused on
building strong beneficial partnerships. Some
of these partnerships have been mentioned
previously such as the Office for Recreation and
Sport and Flinders University.

As an organisation we need to be sustainable
to have long term success. Over the last 12
months, the Board has worked towards building
our financial reserve and growing revenue
opportunities. By the end of the financial year, we
have saved on expenditure from the previous year
and built our revenue to create our largest ever
surplus ($180,000).

Another significant partnership is our relationship
with the Department for Communities and
Social Inclusion (DCSI) and the National Disability
Insurance Agency (NDIA). Through our transition
to the NDIS, both organisations have been
exceptional in assisting us to understand the
changes and become a stronger organisation.
We will be very interested to see where these
relationships take us in the future as the entire
sector changes dramatically.
Other relationships that we continue to build
on include our partnerships with State Sporting
Bodies (SSO’s) such as the SANFL, Netball
SA, SACA, Canoe SA, Rowing SA, Golf SA and
many others. We also recognise the significant
contribution of our partners in the Rapidswim
programs including Minda, Flinders Medical
Centre, Hampstead Rehabilitation Centre, the
Women’s and Children’s Hospital, Golden Grove
State Swim, the Thebarton Aquatic Centre and the
Noarlunga Leisure Centre.
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The increased revenue was a direct result of the
Rapidswim Aquatic Therapy program transitioning
to the NDIS and increasing the programs capacity
from 80 participants to 110. We had planned to
continue this increase, however we have been
hindered by the lack of pool space and qualified
staff. As we plan for the future, we are also
investigating new and unique business models for
the program as we try to create positive outcomes
for more participants.
We were able to increase funding from the Office
for Recreation and Sport, however, there was a
reduction in grant funding overall as DCSI grants
ceased to exist under the NDIS and we also took
a step back from seeking one off small grants.
Funding will continue to be a significant revenue
source for the organisation and through strong
relationships we hope to continue being funded.
Fundraising is not a significant source of revenue
for the organisation as the time needed to
manage fundraising programs outweighs possible
income. However, we have continued to receive
support from The Advertiser Foundation for the
MLASP ($10,000 in March 2016), were once again
involved in the City to Bay ($3,000) and ran the
annual Quiz Night ($7,000).

Occurance of Disability Diagnosis

Individual Rapidswim Sessions

2541

4948

Aquatic Therapy

Learn to Swim

Gender of Participants

Autism Spectrum Disorder

Aquired Brain Injury

Developmental Delay

Down Syndrome

Illness

Intellectual Disability

Physical Disability

Sensory Disability

Speech & Language

Various / Multiple

Female
25%

733 Facebook
Likes
Male
75%

178,613
website views
Number of Participants
270

154
110
60

Learn to Swim

Aquatic
Therapy

Football

Netball

41

38
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Indoor Cricket

Lawn Bowls

Indoor Rowing
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Sport and Recreation Report
Supported Sports
AFL Football
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partnered with the South Australian Amateur
Football League, C7 Division
Coordinator – Paul Eichner
Clubs – Goodwood Saints FC, Henley FC,
Kenilworth FC, Kilburn FC and Salisbury FC
2015 Premiers – Kilburn FC
2015 Marie Little OAM Medal (Best & Fairest)
– Christopher McQueen, Kilburn FC & Shane
Smith, Salisbury FC
2015 Alan Statton Medal (Most Improved) –
Richard Chandler, Kenilworth FC
2015 Brian Prestwood Medal (Best on Ground
in Grand Final) – Aron Baker, Kilburn FC
2015 Leading Goal Kicker – Sean Flintoff,
Kilburn FC & Christopher McQueen, Kilburn FC

Indoor Cricket
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinators – Matt Woods & Connor Woods
2015 Premiers Season 2 – White Knights
2015 Best Player Season 2 – Matthew Schmidt,
Blue Sharks
2016 Premiers Season 1 – Red Rockets
2016 Best Player Season 1 – Travis Hogan,
White Knights

Lawn Bowls
•
•

Venue - Clearview Bowling Club
Coordinator – Nathan Pepper

Netball
•
•
•
•
•
•
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In partnership with Adelaide Metropolitan
Netball Division, C6 Division
Coordinator – 2015 Ashlea McIntosh, 2016
Tricia Crockford
Clubs – Contax, Harlequin, Newton Jaguars,
Woods Panthers, Matrics and Semaphore
2015 Premiers – Newton Jaguars
2015 Grand Final Best on Court – Stephanie
Koutroumbis, Semaphore
2015 Tracey Tucker Memorial Award – Ashlee
Hartnett, Harlequin

Representative Teams

2016 Lord’s Taverners Shield (Indoor
Cricket)
•
•
•
•

•
•

Springvale, Victoria – 5-11th June
Coach – Andrew Summerton
Manager – Trevor Smith
Team – Peter Kerin, Adam Pattison, Wayne
Jeffrey, Anthony Dunton, Scot May, Lindsay
Drowley, Vincent Smith, Joshua Waldhuter,
Matthew Bell, James Eustance-Smith
Results – Placed 3rd
Australian All Stars Selection – Wayne Jeffrey,
Lindsay Drowley, Scot May

2015 Marie Little OAM Shield (Netball)
•
•
•
•
•

•

Teams competing Victoria, New South Wales &
South Australia
Netball SA Stadium, Adelaide – 18th-19th July
Coach – Tricia Crockford, Assistant Coach – Joy
Egmanis, Manager – Karen Hay, Apprentice
Manager – Julie Egmanis
Team – Amanda Berry, Alexandra Connell,
Storm Duncan, Kim Flannigan, Isabella
Ivancic-Holland, Sophie Kneebone, Stephanie
Koutroumbis, Samantha Walker, Ashlee
Hartnett, Sarah Byrne
Results – Placed 2nd

2015 AFL National Inclusion Carnival
•
•
•
•

•

Teams competing SA, Vic Metro, Vic Country,
Tasmania, QLD, NSW/ACT and WA
Melbourne, August 5th to 9th 2015
Glenelg Football Club supported the team with
Glenelg senior coach Matthew Lokan as coach
of the SA Inclusive Football team
Coach Matthew Lokan, Assistant Coach
Brenton Hole, Assistant Coach Chris Okely,
Team Manager Paul Eichner, Assistant
Manager Mike Chennell
Team – Aron Baker, Rhys Baker, Bradley
Bettens, Andrew Doecke, Lindsay Drowley,
Steven Hall, Brenton Hand, Michael Harris,
Paul Leikas, Scot May, Christopher McQueen,
Matthew Pacchiano, Dale Pritchard, Shane
Smith, Toby Sutherland, Franz Theodore

Sport and Recreation Report
2016 Ivor Burge Basketball
Championships
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Ipswich, Queensland, February 14th -20th,
2016
Men’s Coach Andrew Richards, Assistant Coach
Brett Lewis, Manager Paul Beinke
Women’s Coach Robyn Wooden, Assistant
Coach Juanita Wooden, Manager Donna
Georg-Dent
Men’s Team – Bradley Kinross, Con Gouras,
Daniel Johnston, Franz Theodore, Harrison
Mallard, Jim Taylor, Keenan Georg-Dent, Shane
Colmer, Shaun Sellers, Wayne Kinross
Women’s Team – Amy Howard, Catherine
Beinke, Katie Williams, Kellie Martlew,
Kimberley Gardner, Lauren Packham, Mia
Woods, Nadia Procter, Roslyn Thomas, Tahlia
Batt
Results – Men’s team came runners up losing
in the Grand Final to Vic Metro,
Women’s team placed 4th

International Sports

Global Games 2015 in Ecuador
Australian Boomerangs Basketball Team finished
in 4th place – Brad Kinross, Wayne Kinross and
Harrison Mallard were the SA representatives.
Australian Pearls Basketball Teams finished with
the ‘Gold’ team winning Gold, and the ‘Green’
team winning Bronze – Amy Howard was the SA
representative.

2015 AFL All Australian Inclusion
Team
This team was selected after the 2015 AFL
National Inclusion Carnival. Three SA players made
the team: Lindsay Drowley, Shane Smith and
Christopher McQueen. They will play an exhibition
match in July against the Bachar Houli Cup
winners Granville Boys High School as a curtain
raiser to GWS vs Richmond Round 19 AFL match in
Canberra.

2016 National Futsal Championships
•
•
•
•

Sydney, NSW (5th to 9th January)
Coach – Igor Negrao, Manager – Nathan
Pepper
Team – Rhys Baker, Toby Sutherland, Shaun
Stonelake, Jamal Seiler, Paul Leikas, Bradley
Bettens, Samuel Mills and Joshua Gordon
SA placed 4th
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